
  Viewing is Subject To Government Regulations

Lot Lot Description Estimate

A1 Vanguard High Plains 460 15-60X Spotting Scope R 1500.00

In factory hard case with bipod, warranty card and instruction manual. All "as 

new".

A2 Zeiss 3-9x36 Diavari-C Rifle Scope R 6500.00

Duplex reticle, mint condition.

A3 Leupold Tactical Scope R 2500.00

Leupold Vari-X 3 4,5-14X Tactical with parallax adjustment & target turrets. Very 

good condition.

A4 Lynx, Burris & Hawke Scopes x 3 R 2500.00

Burris 3-9x40 Fullfield 11 with Duplex reticle & rangefinder graduations. Lynx 

6x40 with Duplex reticle.  Hawke Vantage 3-9X40 AO with parallax adjustment 

and mil. dot duplex reticle.

A5 Lynx 2.5-15 x 50 Scope R 3000.00

Lynx LX2 2,5x-15x50 Nato 30mm with parallax adjustment, duplex reticle & 

range-finding graduations. Very good plus condition.

A6 No Item

A7 Lyman 310 Tong Tool Resizing Set R 850.00

Includes 2 x Lyman 310 tong tool sets, 9mm die set & .357/38spl

A8 Book - Oberndorf Sporting Mausers R 1500.00

"Original Oberndorf Sporting Rifles" By Jon Speed. Hard cover, 471 page 

illustrated "bible" of the Mauser sporters. Condition "as new".

A9 Book - "The Mauser Archive" by Jon Speed R 1000.00

Published by Collector Grade Publications. Hard-cover, 546 illustrated pages, 

some of them in colour. Extremely useful for the Mauser Collector. Excellent 

condition.

A10 Book - "Boer Rifles & Carbines" By Ron Bester R 4500.00

First edition, published 1994. Signed by Ron Bester. Hard-cover, illustrated 254 

pages. Condition "as new."
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A11 Book-"Small Arms of the Anglo-Boer War" R 1250.00

The authoritative book on Boer War Weapons. By Ron Bester & Assoc. Hard 

cover, illustrated, 380 pages. New

A12 Book-"Hayes Handgun Omnibus" R 550.00

A catalogued encyclopaedia of collective pistols and revolvers by R. Hayes and 

I. D. Skennerton, first edition, 2007, with dust cover in excellent condition.

A13 Book-"Artillery of the Anglo-Boer War" R 950.00

Leather bound limited edition, No. 68 of 100. Book by Lionel Crook, edited by 

Ron Bester. Hard cover, illustrated, 336 pages. New.

A14 Book- "Ruger Pistols & Revolvers"  - New R 950.00

"The vintage years 1949-1973" by John C. Dougan. Hard cover book of 391 

pages, complete with photos and serial number charts. For the serious Ruger 

collector. US price is $65.

A15 Star Mod B 8rd. Magazines x 6 R 1000.00

As used in SADF military issue pistol. Good used condition.

A16 FN-Fal/R1 Magazines 20rd x 10 R 4500.00

Good used condition.

A17 FN-Fal/R1 30rd. Magazines x 5 R 2500.00

Good used condition.

A18 FN-HP Extended Magazines x 10 R 3500.00

Good used condition.

A19 Uzi Magazines 25rd. x 10 R 2000.00

Good used condition.

A20 AKM/47 30rd. Magazines x 10 R 2500.00

Ribbed steel magazines. Good used condition.

A21 LM4/5 35rd. Polymer Magazines x 10 R 3750.00

Good used condition.

A22 9mmp Walther P-38 Magazines x 5 R 1500.00

Good used condition.

A23 Deactivated - 7,62X54R Goryunov SG43 Machine Gun R 9500.00

Standard Soviet machine gun of WW2, manufactured from 1943 to 1955. 

Generally available on a tripod or a Sokylov type mount. Barrel fluted. Supplied 

to one of the Zimbabwean liberation armies, it would no doubt have been used 

in a base defense role.

A24 Deactivated - Yugoslav M56 SMG R 4500.00

Chambered for the 7,62mm Tokarev round, the SMG displays similarities to the 

German MP 40. Also a survivor of the Rhodesian Bush war.

A25 Deactivated - .45acp Thompson M1A1 Smg R 19500.00

Simplified version of the M1928 Thompson introduced in 1942, the M1A1 

featured a smooth barrel, stamped "L" sight and a fixed rear stock. Cocking 

knob was also repositioned to the right side of the receiver. All M1's could only 

use the stick rather than the drum magazines.

 DEACTIVATED FIREARMS

All firearms are deactivated to either current S.A. Spec or earlier British standards both of which 

allow moving parts.
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A26 Deactivated - 6.5mm Mauser Sporter R 1950.00

"Sporterised" 6,5mm Portuguese Mauser M1904 Mauser rifle. Many of these 

ended up in the hands of S.A. troops who took part in the take-over of German 

South-west, 1914-15.

A27 Deactivated - 7x57mm  Boer Mauser Type Rifle R 2500.00

On the Chilean Mauser action which was virtually identical to the "Boer" Mauser 

Rifle. "Circumcised" fore-end typical of Boer use.

A28 Deactivated - .303 "Long Lee" Rifle R 2950.00

"Boer" war standard issue rifle for the British, many of them were also used by 

the Boers themselves as ammo for the 7mm Boer Mauser rifles dried up. 

Replacement fore-end to rifle.

A29 Deactivated - .303 No. 4 Service Rifle R 2950.00

Complete with a 10 shot magazine. As used by SA and Allied forces in WW2 

and later.

A30 Deactivated - .303 Martini-Enfield Carbine R 2950.00

Many of the .577/450 Martini-Henry rifles were converted to .303 caliber and a 

carbine configuration for use in the Boer War and were used in a front-line role 

until production of the "Long Lee" caught up to meet the rapidly growing demand 

for rifles. Many of them were used for cadet drill training purposes.

A31 Deactivated - 7.62mm FN/R1 Rifle R 8500.00

R1/FN  rifle used by both SADF & Rhodesian forces from the early 1960's 

through to the mid 1980's. Still showing traces considerable of Rhodesian camo 

to it. S.A made example without any visible markings to it, which gave the S.A 

government a measure of "deniability" when accused of supporting Ian Smith's 

government. Good overall condition.

A32 Deactivated - 12ga S/S Hammer Shotgun R 2500.00

Back-action locks, 30" barrels.

A33 Deactivated - 7,62mm SVD [Dragunov] Mk3 Sniper Rif R 17500.00

Developed as a replacement for the Moisn-nagant sniper rifle, was introduced in 

1963 chambered for the 7,62x54R cartridge. Barrel length of 24,5" with prong 

style flash hider and a skeleton stock Semi-auto with an action closely based on 

the AK47. Manufactured Ishvest arsenal.

A34 Deactivated - .303 S.M.L.E. No.1 Mk3 Service Rifle R 2950.00

Standard British service rifle from the early 1900's, the SMLE remained in use 

with many British linked countries until the 1960's, including units such as the 

SAP.

A35 No Item

A36 Deactivated - Communist 60mm Mortar Tube + Bipod R 3500.00

Incorrect bipod for this model, tube a lip to the muzzle which prevents mounting 

the bipod. Ex. Zimbabwean liberation army issue.

A37 Deactivated - Milan 3 Rocket Launcher R 7500.00

Introduced in 1996 with a 125mm missile with an operational range of 200 to 

2000m.

A38 Deactivated - Armbrust 67mm Rocket Launcher R 7500.00

A lightweight unguided anti-tank weapon designed & developed by 

Messerschmidt-Bolkow-Blohm of Germany. Effective firing range 300m, 

maximum range 1500m.

A39 Deactivated - 7.62mm AK47 Bulgarian Folding Rifle R 8500.00

An exact copy of the Russian AK but produced in Bulgaria.
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A40 Deactivated - 7.62mm DP 28 LMG + Bipod R 12500.00

Air-cooled gun with 24" finned barrel. fed with a flat drum magazine of 47 

rounds. The first original Russian designed light machine gun. Used by all 

Warsaw pact countries, this one is a survivor of the Rhodesian bushwar.

A41 Deactivated - 7.62mm Bren Lmg + Tripod & Bipod R 35000.00

First introduced in 1938, the Bren was the standard British LMG in WW2 and 

continued to see service for many years afterwards, most of them being 

converted to 7,62mm Nato. Many of these saw SADF service in the Angolan 

conflict and also the Rhodesian bush war.

A42 Deactivated - Russian Bizon 9x18mm Carbine R 12500.00

Designed by Viktor Kalashnikov, son of Mikhail Kalashnikov and first produced 

at the Ishvest Arsenal in 1993. Folding stock on a recoil operated action firing 

from a closed bolt. Helical magazine of 64 rds capacity. Extremely scarce.

A43 Deactivated - PKMT MG R 12500.00

An air cooled, belt fed machine gun. This variant was designed for use in 

armoured vehicles and has a 26" quick change barrel. Operating system is the 

same as the AK but turned upside down.

A44 Deactivated - 7.9mm Maxim M1908 MG + Tripod R 40000.00

Standard German heavy machine gun of WW1, adopted at the turn of the 

century, the Germans began to produce the guns themselves from 1908 to 

1918. Gun is marked "Deutsche Waffen und Munitionfabriken Berlin" with 1915 

date of manufacture.

A45 Deactivated - 7.62mm Russian Maxim M1910 MG R 25000.00

Russian built water-cooled machine gun chambered for 7,62x54R cartridge. 

Complete with Sokolov wheeled carriage mount which includes armoured 

shield.

A46 Deactivated - 7.62mm R1/FN Rifle R 8500.00

South African made variant version of the FN-Fal service rifle. "R1" markings to 

the receiver. Good used condition.

A47 Deactivated- Italian 10.35mm Service Revolver R 0.00

No doubt a souvenir of the East African Abyssinian campaign of WW2. Revolver 

is dated 1925, with folding trigger and typical chequered wooden grips.

A48 Dual Purpose Tripod for Bren & Vickers MG's R 2500.00

A very scarce variant of the Bren gun tripod, this was officially modified to use 

the Vickers MG as well. This model can be used in the sustained fire ground 

role or in anti-aircraft mode. Ex. Rhodesian army.

Lot Lot Description Estimate

B1 .577 cal Replica 3-Band Musket R 2750.00

A copy of the British Patt. 1858 percussion service rifle. Three bands to " barrel. 

Very good condition.

B2 12ga Percussion Shotgun - Wallhanger R 1500.00

With a  fracture of the tang and barrels which have lead plugs in them. - 

definitely only a wall-hanger. 34" (86cm) barrels still show some Damascus 

patterning. Stock is clean and relatively bump free.

B3 French Chatelerault Musket - U/S R 1950.00

Non-functional, lock has been altered.

CATEGORY B ~ MUZZLELOADERS
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B4 12ga DGH Single Barrel Percussion Shotgun - New R 4250.00

Single barrel of 31" with smooth finished hardwood stock. Under-rib and wooden 

ram rod to barrel. Chequering and extended trigger guard to straight grip, steel 

butt plate. All metal work blued. Recommended Retail Price - R4950

B5 .75cal Flintlock DGH "Bobbejaanboud" Musket - New R 9500.00

Repro of "Bobbejaanboud" musket used by early South African hunters and 

settlers. Full stocked barrel of 45,5 ", cheek piece to heavyish "Bobbejaanboud" 

type stock. Gun was designed for ease of loading from horseback. 

Recommended Retail Price - R11500

B6 12ga Euroarms "Buffalo Hunt" Carbine - New R 6500.00

Twelve bore 25"  barrel, blade fore sight, adjustable rear Brass butt plate, 

patchbox and fore end tip to wooden stock. Brand new in box.

B7 .50cal Pedersoli Rolling Block + 20ga Shotgun Barr R 6500.00

Possibly the best selling .50cal percussion rifle on the SA market. Rolling block 

inline action. Includes additional 20ga shotgun barrel, so that it can be used for 

birds or beast. New in box.

B8 .50cal Pedersoli Rolling Block "Super Fancy"+ 20ga R 6500.00

21 1/2" (545mm) round slightly tapered barrel, ramrod securely held underneath. 

The action silvered and engraved with fancy scrolling and borders. The stock 

and forearm of fancy pattern dyed hardwood. The butt pad solid black rubber. 

New in box.

B9 .50cal T/C Impact Percussion Rifle - New R 6500.00

Inline rifle with a break-open sliding hood design. A 26" (661mm) very slightly 

tapered round barrel with 1;28" twist. Single action hammer. Camo polymer 

stock with black soft rubber recoil pad & removable spacer.

B10 No Item

B11 .50cal T/C Triumph  "Bone Collector" Rifle R 9000.00

One of T/C's premier muzzle-loaders. Tip-up action with a trigger guard 

operated toggle lock. Flextech recoil reducing stock with "Realtree AP" camo 

finish,  Fluted 28" barrel with a 1;28" twist, Hi-viz fibre optic sights, drilled & 

tapped for scope use and power rod.  Recommended Retail Price - R12830

B12 .50cal Pedersoli "Brutus" Hardwoods Rifle - New R 6500.00

Inline percussion with Hi-viz sights to 28" barrel. Two piece hardwood stock with 

black rubber recoil pad to it. New in box.

B13 .50cal  Ardesa Vortek Inline Percussion Rifle -New R 5250.00

Inline percussion rifle.  72cm (28 3/8") fluted barrel, break action with hammer. 

Synthetic stock and fore arm . New.

B14 12ga Pedersoli Classic S/S Shotgun R 8500.00

Percussion shotgun with 70cm (27 1/2") barrels, case hardened locks and 

hammers. Straight- grained walnut stock. New.

B15 .451cal Pedersoli Mortimer Whitworth Target Rifle R 9500.00

One of the premier mid range target rifles with octagonal to round 31,75" 

(800mm) barrel with tunnel foresight and full adjustable, tang mounted peep 

rear sight, well figured wall nut stock has wrap around chequering to the fore 

end and straight grip, steel butt plate, colour case hardened hammer and lock 

marked to Mortimer. New.

B16 12ga Pedersoli Mortimer Flintlock Shotgun R 9500.00

Single barrel with 35,5" octagon to round, browned barrel. Colour case-

hardened lock & hammer. Mint condition.
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Lot Lot Description Estimate

C1 .223rem Norinco Mod JW-105 Bolt Action Rifle - New R 5500.00

Barrel length of 21,5", five round detachable magazine, weaver type bases to 

receiver. New .

C2 .30-06 Zastava M98 Synthetic Stock - New R 9750.00

Based on the FN M98 Mauser based action sporting solid side wall action. 

Barrel length of 24", side safety to adjustable trigger, drop floor plate to 

magazine. Hogue overmoulded stock. Recommended Retail Price - R13500.

C3 7.62mm Norinco AKM/S  Rifle  - New R 10000.00

Chinese manufactured AKM known as the type 56 in the folding stock 

configuration.

C4 12ga Ata "Camo-Max V" Semi-Auto Field Shotgun R 9750.00

Gas operated semi-auto with five round magazine capacity. Chamber length of 

3" giving one the option to use lighter target loads or heavy game loads. Multi-

choke system.  Barrel length of 28" with 3" chamber. Recommended Retail 

Price - R13950

C5 12ga ATA Camo-Max V O/U Shotgun - New R 14500.00

28"(762mm) barrels with 3" (76mm) chambers and 5 chokes. Steel receiver with 

single selective trigger. Stock, fore arm and receiver in camo. RRP= R17615

C6 12ga Ata SP1 "White" O/U Shotgun - New R 12500.00

Multi-choke gun with 28" (712mm) barrels, 3" (76mm) chambers with 5 chokes 

and tool. Black finished receiver with single selective trigger, Walnut stock and 

fore arm, laser chequered. Gun is to all intents & purposes a Beretta Silver 

Pigeon. Recommended Retail Price - R16950.00

C7 12ga Ata SP1 "Black" O/U Shotgun - New R 12500.00

Multi-choke gun with 28" (712mm) barrels, 3" (76mm) chambers with 5 chokes 

and tool. Black finished receiver with single selective trigger, Walnut stock and 

fore arm, laser chequered. Gun is to all intents & purposes a Beretta Silver 

Pigeon. Recommended Retail Price - R16950

C8 12ga Ata SP1 "Silver II" O/U Shotgun - New R 12500.00

Multi-choke gun with 28" (712mm) barrels, 3" (76mm) chambers with 5 chokes 

and tool. Black finished receiver with single selective trigger, Walnut stock and 

fore arm, laser chequered. Gun is to all intents & purposes a Beretta Silver 

Pigeon.  Recommended Retail Price -  R16950.00

C9 12ga Izarm O/U Shotgun - New R 8500.00

Multi-choke with 28" (71cm) barrels with 3" (76mm) chambers and ventilated top 

rib. 5 chokes. Action with ejectors and a single selective trigger. Non-auto 

safety. The hardwood stock and fore arm with laser cut chequering, LOP 14 1/8" 

(362mm). New.  Recommended Retail Price - R12785.00

C10 12ga Benelli M2 Semi-Auto Shotgun - New R 21000.00

A 50cm (19.5") barrel with front sight on a wide rib. Black steel receiver, semi-

auto operation. Black polymer stock & fore end soft insert at the butt.  

Recommended Retail Price - R28850.00

CATEGORY C ~ NEW WEAPONS
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C11 12ga Benelli "Raffaelo" Field Shotgun R 24500.00

Semi-auto with a 27" (686mm) barrel and 4 chokes. Black alloy receiver and 5 

shot magazine. Medium walnut with laser cut chequering. In hard polymer carry 

case. Recommended Retail Price - R32500.

C12 .375h&h "Classic" Semi-Custom Rifle - New R 19500.00

Built on the P14 action which provides a greater action length and larger 

magazine capacity than the standard M98 Mauser action whilst still providing a 

controlled feed and claw extractor which is essential on a big bore rifle. Open 

sights to 24" McGowen barrel. Five round magazine capacity, straight line 

walnut stock with shadow line cheek piece. Double recoil lugs to stock.  A 

rugged hard working utility rifle ideal for PH or Game Scout work.

C13 .416rigby "Classic" Semi-Custom Rifle -New R 29500.00

Built on the P14 action which provides a greater action length and better 

magazine capacity than the standard M98 Mauser action whilst still providing a 

controlled feed and claw extractor which is essential on a big bore rifle. Open 

sights and barrel band swivel to 23,5" McGowen barrel. Three + 1 round 

magazine capacity, straight line walnut stock with chequered wrist and fore end, 

shadow line cheek piece. Pachmayr  Decelerator pad fitted. A rugged hard 

working utility rifle.

C14 .458win mag "Classic" Game Scout  Rifle - New R 19500.00

Built on the  standard M98 Mauser action which provides a controlled feed and 

claw extractor which is essential on a big bore rifle. Two leaf express sights and  

24" McGowen barrel. Rugged synthetic stock which provides both strength and 

ease of carry.  A rugged hard working utility rifle.

C15 .45lc Uberti Cattleman 5,5" Revolver - New R 6000.00

"Gunfighter" model. Matt blue finish to frame & 5,5" barrel. Chequered polymer 

grips.  Recommended Retail Price - R7060.

C16 9mmp M1 Carbine By Chiappa - Synthetic Stock - New R 8500.00

9mmp Variant of the famed US .30M1 carbine. Blued 19' barrel, two Beretta 

M92 magazines included with each carbine. Synthetic stock.   Recommended 

Retail Price - R10025.00

C17 9mmp M1 Carbine By Chiappa - Wooden Stock - New R 9000.00

9mmp Variant of the famed US .30M1 carbine. Blued 19' barrel, two Beretta 

M92 magazines included with each carbine. Wooden stock.   Recommended 

Retail Price -  R11000.00

C18 .223rem Thomson Center Dimension Rifle - New R 14500.00

Barrel length of 22" and twist of 1:12.   Recommended Retail Price - 

R17060.T/C is a Smith & Wesson owned company and all products are built to 

S&W standards. T/C Dimension rifles have 11 interchangeable calibers and are 

built for accuracy. All rifles have a factory MOA guarantee and are rifled with 5R 

rifling which provides minimal bullet deformation whilst providing the necessary 

stability. Hogue overmoulded stocks have the entire barrel exposed and are 

designed for optimal cooling of barrels. Adjustable triggers. Rifles have a weight 

of 7lbs. Purpose designed carry cases and a variety of barrels are available. 

Recommended retail prices were generated at an exchange rate of R11,05/ $1. 

Current rates are in the region of R18,05/$1. It is obvious that current 

replacement costs would be at least 63% higher.
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C19 .22-250rem Thomson-Center Dimension Rifle - New R 14500.00

Barrel length of 22 ", twist 1:12 ". Recommended Retail Price - R17060 T/C is a 

Smith & Wesson owned company and all products are built to S&W standards. 

T/C Dimension rifles have 11 interchangeable calibers and are built for 

accuracy. All rifles have a factory MOA guarantee and are rifled with 5R rifling 

which provides minimal bullet deformation whilst providing the necessary 

stability. Hogue overmoulded stocks have the entire barrel exposed and are 

designed for optimal cooling of barrels. Adjustable triggers. Rifles have a weight 

of 7lbs. Purpose designed carry cases and a variety of barrels are available. 

Recommended retail prices were generated at an exchange rate of R11,05/ $1. 

Current rates are in the region of R18,05/$1. It is obvious that current 

replacement costs would be at least 63% higher.

C20 .243win Thomson-Center Dimension Rifle - New R 14500.00

Barrel of 22" (559mm), twist of 1:12. Recommended Retail Price - R17060 T/C 

is a Smith & Wesson owned company and all products are built to S&W 

standards. T/C Dimension rifles have 11 interchangeable calibers and are built 

for accuracy. All rifles have a factory MOA guarantee and are rifled with 5R 

rifling which provides minimal bullet deformation whilst providing the necessary 

stability. Hogue overmoulded stocks have the entire barrel exposed and are 

designed for optimal cooling of barrels. Adjustable triggers. Rifles have a weight 

of 7lbs. Purpose designed carry cases and a variety of barrels are available. 

Recommended retail prices were generated at an exchange rate of R11,05/ $1. 

Current rates are in the region of R18,05/$1. It is obvious that current 

replacement costs would be at least 63% higher.

C21 .270win Thomson-Center Dimension Rifle - New R 14500.00

Barrel length of 24" twist 1:10". Recommended Retail Price - R17060. T/C is a 

Smith & Wesson owned company and all products are built to S&W standards. 

T/C Dimension rifles have 11 interchangeable calibers and are built for 

accuracy. All rifles have a factory MOA guarantee and are rifled with 5R rifling 

which provides minimal bullet deformation whilst providing the necessary 

stability. Hogue overmoulded stocks have the entire barrel exposed and are 

designed for optimal cooling of barrels. Adjustable triggers. Rifles have a weight 

of 7lbs. Purpose designed carry cases and a variety of barrels are available. 

Recommended retail prices were generated at an exchange rate of R11,05/ $1. 

Current rates are in the region of R18,05/$1. It is obvious that current 

replacement costs would be at least 63% higher.

C22 7mm rem Mag Thomson-Center Dimension Rifle - New R 14500.00

Barrel length of 24", twist 1:9". Recommended Retail Price - R17060 T/C is a 

Smith & Wesson owned company and all products are built to S&W standards. 

T/C Dimension rifles have 11 interchangeable calibers and are built for 

accuracy. All rifles have a factory MOA guarantee and are rifled with 5R rifling 

which provides minimal bullet deformation whilst providing the necessary 

stability. Hogue overmoulded stocks have the entire barrel exposed and are 

designed for optimal cooling of barrels. Adjustable triggers. Rifles have a weight 

of 7lbs. Purpose designed carry cases and a variety of barrels are available. 

Recommended retail prices were generated at an exchange rate of R11,05/ $1. 

Current rates are in the region of R18,05/$1. It is obvious that current 

replacement costs would be at least 63% higher.
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C23 .308win Thomson-Center Dimension Rifle - New R 14500.00

Barrel of 22" with  1:12 twist. Recommended Retail Price - R17060 T/C is a 

Smith & Wesson owned company and all products are built to S&W standards. 

T/C Dimension rifles have 11 interchangeable calibers and are built for 

accuracy. All rifles have a factory MOA guarantee and are rifled with 5R rifling 

which provides minimal bullet deformation whilst providing the necessary 

stability. Hogue overmoulded stocks have the entire barrel exposed and are 

designed for optimal cooling of barrels. Adjustable triggers. Rifles have a weight 

of 7lbs. Purpose designed carry cases and a variety of barrels are available. 

Recommended retail prices were generated at an exchange rate of R11,05/ $1. 

Current rates are in the region of R18,05/$1. It is obvious that current 

replacement costs would be at least 63% higher.

C24 .30-06 Thomson-Center Dimension Rifle - New R 14500.00

Barrel of 24" with 1:10 twist. Recommended Retail Price - R17060 T/C is a 

Smith & Wesson owned company and all products are built to S&W standards. 

T/C Dimension rifles have 11 interchangeable calibers and are built for 

accuracy. All rifles have a factory MOA guarantee and are rifled with 5R rifling 

which provides minimal bullet deformation whilst providing the necessary 

stability. Hogue overmoulded stocks have the entire barrel exposed and are 

designed for optimal cooling of barrels. Adjustable triggers. Rifles have a weight 

of 7lbs. Purpose designed carry cases and a variety of barrels are available. 

Recommended retail prices were generated at an exchange rate of R11,05/ $1. 

Current rates are in the region of R18,05/$1. It is obvious that current 

replacement costs would be at least 63% higher.

C25 .243win Thomson-Center Venture Compact Rifle - New R 10500.00

Comes with adjustable spacers to butt to alter the L.O.P. form 12,5" to 13,5". 

Barrel of 20" with 1:10 twist. Perfect for a growing youngster. T/C Venture rifles 

have composite stocks, adjustable triggers and all have 5R rifling and are 

supplied with a factory MOA guarantee. Detachable 3-rd. magazine and nitride 

coated bolt. Recommended retail prices are based on an exchange rate of 

R11,05 /$1.

C26 .243win Thomson Center Venture Rifle - New R 10500.00

Barrel of 22" with 1:10 twist. Recommended Retail Price - R13950.00T/C 

Venture rifles have composite stocks, adjustable triggers and all have 5R rifling 

and are supplied with a factory MOA guarantee. Detachable 3-rd. magazine and 

nitride coated bolt. Recommended retail prices are based on an exchange rate 

of  R11,05 /$1.

C27 .25-06 Thomson Center-Venture Rifle - New R 10500.00

Barrel of 24" and 1:10 twist. Recommended Retail Price - R13850 T/C Venture 

rifles have composite stocks, adjustable triggers and all have 5R rifling and are 

supplied with a factory MOA guarantee. Detachable 3-rd. magazine and nitride 

coated bolt. Recommended retail prices are based on an exchange rate of 

R11,05 /$1.

C28 .30-06 Thomson Center Venture Weather-Shield Rifle R 14500.00

Venture rifles have composite stocks, adjustable triggers and all have 5R rifling 

and are supplied with a factory MOA guarantee. Detachable 3-rd. magazine and 

nitride coated bolt. Recommended retail prices are based on an exchange rate 

of R11,05 /$1.

C29 .22lr M4 Upper Receiver By Chiappa - New R 5600.00

Barrel, fore arm and action top only.  A conversion kit for the AR15/M16 rifle 

which allows you to use cheap .22rf ammo. New.
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C30 12ga  Pietta "Challenger" Semi-Auto Shotgun R 12500.00

Inertia system gun with multi-chokes to 770mm [30"] ventilated rib barrel. 

Extensive engraving to side of action, gold plated trigger and well-figured stock. 

Gun is in manufacturer's box. SRP R22500

C31 20ga Pietta "Challenge" Semi-Auto Shotgun R 14500.00

Inertia system gun with multi-chokes to 28,5" ventilated rib barrel. Chambered 

for 3" cartridges. Camo stock. Magazine capacity of 4+1 rounds. Gun is in 

manufacturer's box. SRP R22500

Lot Lot Description Estimate

D1 9mmp Walther P-38 Pistol-Boxed R 3250.00

In factory cardboard box complete with cleaning rod, spare magazine and 

original purchase invoice from Lishers Sports for R79.96. Postwar alloy frame, 

proofed 1962. Good to good plus condition.

D2 .22short Walther Mod OSP Target Pistol - Cased R 3500.00

In box with spare mag & cleaning rod etc. Orthopaedic grip. Excellent condition.

D3-4 No Item

D5 .38 Smith & Wesson Mod 10-7 Revolver - Boxed R 3950.00

In manufacturer's box. Nickel plated, 4.11" barrel, chequered wooden grips with 

S&W logo to them. Excellent condition.

D6 No Item

D7 .22lr Unique Target Pistol - Cased R 3500.00

In manufacturer's original lined hard case with spare magazine, cleaning rod 

and key. Fold-out compartment in case with instruction manual. Ported 9,9" 

barrel with adjustable foresight and windage adjustable rear sight. Ten round 

magazine. Very good original condition.

D8 .22lr FN- Browning International Medallist Pistol R 2500.00

In manufacturer's hard carry case. Includes a spare new set of wrap-around 

grips with thumb rest to them and spare magazine. Heavy round ribbed barrel of 

57/8"[147mm]. Gold plated trigger. Very good condition but for missing extractor.

D9 .22long/lr Browning Pistol R 2500.00

Standard 6" barrel, 10 shot magazine. Wrap-around walnut hand grip showing 

some scratching to finish. GC.

D10 .22lr Star Mod F Target Pistol R 1950.00

Barrel length of 7" with adjustable rear sight and ten shot magazine. Aftermarket 

orthopaedic type grips have fitted. Good to good plus condition.

D11 .22lr FN- Browning Challenger  Pistol R 2500.00

Adjustable sights, 6" barrel, chequered walnut wrap-around grips. Very good 

overall condition.

D12 .22lr Smith & Wesson Mod 41 Target Pistol R 6500.00

Serial no.43205. Long 7" (178mm) barrel, very good bore. Muzzle brake , 

adjustable rear sight, 10 shot magazine. Comfortable contoured hand grips. 

Excellent condition.

CATEGORY D ~ COLLECTABLE HANDGUNS
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D13 .22lr Walther PP Sport Pistol R 3500.00

Long barrelled target version - 8" (204mm), very good bore. Adjustable rear 

sight. Brown polymer grips with a semi-birdshead bottom and thumbrest. 

Magazine with a matching foot. Very good condition.

D14 .22lr FN-Browning International Medallist Pistol R 3750.00

Heavy barrelled target version with ventilated rib on 6 inch barrel. Ten shot 

magazine. Wrap-around chequered walnut hand grip. VGC.

D15 .22lr Beretta Mod 71 Pistol R 2250.00

Barrel length of 3,5". Good to good plus condition.

D16 7.65mm Beretta Mod 70 Pistol R 1950.00

The Mod.70 was designed to replace the successful M1935 range and it did so 

admirably. Barrel length of 3,5". Excellent condition.

D17 No Item

D18 .22lr Colt Woodsman Pistol R 2750.00

Manufactured 1961. Adjustable sights and chequered wooden grips with 

thumbrest to them. Pistol shows some carry wear to front and backstrap 

otherwise good original condition.

D19-

20

No Item

D21 .38spl Colt Agent 2" Revolver R 3750.00

Manufactured 1976. Six shot, alloy framed snubbie with shrouded hammer and 

chequered wooden grips. Mint condition.

D22 .38spl Colt Det Special 2" Revolver R 3500.00

Six shot snubbie. Manufactured 1975. Replacement Pachmayr grips. Excellent 

condition.

D23-

24

No Item

D25 .357mag Colt Trooper 6" Revolver R 6000.00

Blued finish, 6" barrel. Considered a deluxe version of the "Trooper" model. 

Special target wide hammer and large target type grips factory chequered grips. 

Manufactured in 1955. There were fewer than 15000 produced. Some loss of 

finish to cylinder & barrel overall  good condition with some wear to the grips.

D26 .45acp Colt Gold Cup National Match Pistol R 9500.00

Manufactured 1977.Chequered wooden grips with Colt logo to them, standard 

Eliason adjustable rear sights. The only deviation from standard pistol is the 

addition of an ambidextrous stainless safety which could easily be corrected. 

Gun displays some holster wear to muzzle and a faint crack to the frame ahead 

of the slide stop, otherwise good original condition.

D27 .45acp Colt Government Model Pistol + 2 Spare Mags R 6500.00

Satin silver finish to pistol and Hogue grips. Pistol is untouched further. 

Manufactured 1940. Good plus condition. Includes IMI finger release holster.

D28 .45acp Colt Government Mod Pistol R 15000.00
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Early Govt. model with serial number C205261 indicating 1941 manufacture. 

Pistol has replacement plain walnut grips to it and the frame has been reblued. 

Further unaltered. Good condition. This pistol was formerly the property of the 

late Brig. General "Fido" Smit the operational commander of "Operation 

Moduler" which formed part of the battle of Cuito Cuanavale in 1987. In addition 

to his extensive military career, the General was also a noted firearms 

enthusiast who had several high quality sporting rifles built to his specifications.

D29 .45acp Colt Commander Lightweight Model Pistol R 9500.00

Excellent Condition

D30 .38spl S & W Airweight 2" Revolver R 3750.00

Manufactured 1975-76. Shrouded hammer, alloy frame. Chequered factory grips 

with S&W logo. Mint condition.

D31 .38spl Smith & Wesson Mod 36 2" Revolver R 3950.00

The classic "snubbie" commonly known as the "Chief's Special". "SK" serial no. 

denotes sanctions era import with new serial number allocation to protect supply 

route. Chequered wooden factory grips with S&W medallion to them. Factory 

gloss blue. Excellent original condition. Formerly the property of the late Genl. 

"Fido" Smit.

D32 .38spl Smith & Wesson M15-4 Revolver R 3250.00

Adjustable sights, 4" barrel, matt re-blue to metalwork. Serial number 88K7076.  

Good condition.

D33 .38spl Smith & Wesson M&P Target Revolver R 5500.00

Fine adjustable rear sights and blade foresight to 6" barrel. Grooved front & 

backstraps. Factory chequered walnut grips with S&W logo to them. Serial 

number 673344. Extremely good condition with excellent original finish to it.

D34 .38 S&W "Victory" Model Revolver R 1750.00

Barrel length of 5", smooth walnut grips, "V" serial number denoting Victory 

model range. British commercial proofs. Good reblued condition.

D35 .38 SW "M&P" Model Revolver R 1750.00

Ex. SAP issue and marked accordingly. One of the revolvers purchased by the 

SA authorities on the outbreak of WW2. UDF ownership stamp and rack 

number markings to gripstrap. Barrel length of 5", chequered wooden grips with 

S&W logo to them. Good plus refinished condition.

D36 .357mag Smith & Wesson Mod 28 4" Revolver R 4750.00

Built on he large N frame. Manufactured 1968-69. Chequered wooden factory 

grips with S&W medallion to them.  Adjustable sights to top-strap. Good plus 

original condition with some slight wear to varnish finish on grips. Formerly the 

property of the late Genl. "Fido" Smit.

D37 .44mag S&W Mod 29 8,25" Revolver - Cased R 11000.00

Manufactured 1977-78. in fitted carry case with belt, left-hand holster, die set 

and 3 x speedloaders. Barrel length of 8,25", chequered factory grips with S&W 

logo to them , adjustable sights. Good plus original condition.

D38 9mmp Star Mod B Pistol Ex SADF R 3950.00

Formerly the property of Genl. "Fido" Smit. SADF ownership stamps to both 

pistol and magazine. Good plus condition.

D39 7.62mm  Military Tokarev Pistol R 3250.00

No safety as added to commercial variant, five pointed star to grip. No markings 

at all to pistol RH grip panel has cracked and been repaired. Good military type 

refinish.

D40 7.62mm Yugoslav Tokarev M57 Pistol R 3750.00
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Grip panels have five pointed star to them with the letters "F R S J" between the 

star points. Slide marked "7,62mm M57". Good refinished condition. WR 

number attached to trigger guard on a brass tag.
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D41 .22lr Webley & Scott Target  Revolver R 6750.00

Chequered wood grips, 8" barrel with adjustable rear sight. Top strap marked 

"W S Target Model" & ".22" below barrel. Isolated corrosion patch immediately 

ahead of lead on barrel. Professionally reblued. Very good plus condition.

D42 No Item

D43 .32acp Mod 1908 Webley Pistol R 1950.00

Produced from 1908 to 1940 was an extremely popular pocket pistol and was 

carried by many dignitaries including Sir Winston Churchill. Vulcanite 

stockplates with fine chequering to them. Some slight fading to finish, overall 

good original condition.

D44 .38 Webley Mk 4 "SAP" issue service Revolver R 1950.00

RHS of frame marked to "S.A.P". Standard 5" barrel with chequered black hard 

rubber grips with lanyard ring to butt.  Armourer's reblue. Very good refinished 

condition.

D45 .38 Enfield No 2 Mk1** Revolver R 1950.00

Black hard rubber ribbed grips with escutcheon to middle of grips. Standard 5" 

barrel and lanyard ring to butt. Frame marked to "Albion No.2 Mk1** and 

FTR/52" designating a factory through repair in 1952. Very good FTR condition.

D46 No Item

D47 6.35mm "Baby" Browning Pistol R 1250.00

Serial no. 76044. "S" marking for safety. Very good plus condition.  Formerly 

the property of the late Genl. "Fido" Smit.

D48 9mmP  FN Browning High-Power Pistol R 4500.00

Commercial model produced 1975. Black plastic grips. Very good original 

condition.

D49 7.65mm FN Browning Mod 1900 Pistol R 1750.00

Serial no. 207766 with matching numbers throughout. Good original condition 

with a few scattered pit marks to LH side of frame.

D50 .22lr/magnum Ruger New Model Single-six 4" Revolver R 4500.00

Single action revolver with both .22lr. & .22magnum cylinders. Excellent 

condition.

D51 .22lr Ruger Single Six 4" Revolver R 3000.00

First model "Single-Six" revolver. High gloss blue to cylinder, frame & barrel. 

Good plus condition.

D52 .22lr/.22mag Ruger New Model Single Six 6" Revolver R 3950.00

Includes .22lr. & .22mag cylinders. Very good plus condition. Formerly the 

property of the late Genl. "Fido" Smit.

D53 .357mag/9mmp Ruger new model Blackhawk 6" Revolver R 5500.00

Includes both 9mmp & .357mag cylinders. Adjustable sights to topstrap. Smooth 

walnut grips with Ruger medallion to them. Very good plus condition. Formerly 

the property of the late Genl. "Fido" Smit.

D54 .357mag Ruger Police Service Six 4" Revolver R 2250.00

Blued finish, chequered wooden grips. Good to good plus condition.

D55 .22lr US pocket Revolver R 500.00

Early D/A revolver with nickel finish and black chequered hard rubber grips. Top-

break mechanism. Barrel of 3,25" marked to "U.S. Revolver Co. Made in 

U.S.A".Good original condition.
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D56 7.65mm CZ Mod. 27 Nazi Pistol R 650.00

Waffenamt "WA 76" acceptance stamps to frame. Pistol has unfortunately been 

nickelled and grips replaced by home-made wooden grips. A restoration 

project?

D57 9mmp Walther P-38 Pistol R 2500.00

Postwar alloy framed variant. Proofed 1974. Some holster wear to high spots. 

Overall good original condition.

D58 9mmk Walther Mod PPK Pistol R 2500.00

Smooth walnut replacement grips to pistol. Manufacturer's markings have been 

removed from pistol which shows some holster wear to finish on sharp edges. 

Good condition. Formerly the property of the late Genl. "Fido" Smit.

D59 9mmp RAP 401 Pistol R 4500.00

Compact S.A made defense pistol by Republic Arms, based on the Astra. D/A 

trigger with squared trigger guard and 8 rd. magazine. Good to good plus 

condition.

D60 No Item

D61 .38 Pucara 2" Revolver R 1350.00

For the .38 S&W cartridge. A rather bulky gun from Argentina, Reminiscent of 

the British "Bulldog" style. 2" barrel with a good bore and 6 shot cylinder. Black 

finish and polymer grips. A rare bird in South Africa. The Pucara is a bird of prey 

in Patagonia.

D62 .303 "Power-head" for Divers R 2500.00

Stainless steel, marked "Sea Hornet Equipment". Threaded provision for 

attachment to shaft. Good plus condition.

D63 7.63mm Broomhandle Mauser "Conehammer" Pistol R 25000.00

Production dates ca. 1899. Matching numbers to pistol and stock. "DB 1910" 

and "Westley Richards" markings to stock. Sights marked to 500m. Relatively 

good bore and much original finish to pistol. Good to good plus overall condition.

D64 7.63mm Broomhandle Mauser Pistol R 15000.00

Matching serial number 23569X indicates 1911-1915 production. Stock/holster 

appears to be a well made repro model and also included is a repro sling stock 

holster with mag pouch for cartridge clips and also a separate pistol holster. 

Pistol has been professionally reblued whilst bore can be regarded a 

reasonable. Overall, good refinished condition.

D65 7.63mm Broomhandle "Bolo" Mauser Pistol R 14500.00

Late post WW1 Bolo produced 1923-1930. Mauser banner on the left rear frame 

panel. "Germany" to left middle frame panel. "Waffenfabrik Mauser Oberndorf 

a/N" to knox form. Matching number to shoulder stock/holster. Pistol has a good 

bore, displays some wear to finish on high spots, good to good plus overall 

condition.

D66 No Item

D67 9mmp Rhodesian R76 HMC R 3950.00

Rhodesian designed and manufactured, frame is made of square tubular steel. 

Barrel length of 6". Extended Browning HP magazine. Telescoping steel stock. 

Firearm was designed as a weapons system and could be utilised as a pistol, a 

carbine or a long barrelled rifle with wooden stock. Good original condition.
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D68 7.65mm Skorpion Machine Pistol R 9500.00

Developed in 1959 and produced by the Czech Zbrojovka factory from 1961 to 

1979. Pistol includes military issue leather holster and magazine pouch 

containing two extra 20 round magazines. Originally designed as a selective fire 

weapon, the pistol has been professionally converted to semi-auto only. 

Extremely compact with an integral folding stock to it, the Skorpion was popular 

with various armed groups including MK, the IRA and the Italian Red Brigades. 

Extremely good condition.

D69 12ga Protecta Combat Shotgun R 2750.00

With a 12 round cylindrical magazine and a 29cm barrel this makes for a short 

handy weapon. Hand operated using the  hand grip. The earlier version named 

the Striker has a clockwork drive for the magazine and unfortunately SAPS 

regarded it as a semi-auto weapon with the attendant licensing problems. Mint 

condition.

D70 9mmP Sanna mod.77 HMC-Cased R 2500.00

In hard factory case which is now showing some wear. Includes spare magazine 

and sling. Folding stock has been repaired on the hinge joint. SA manufactured 

variant of the Rhodesian GM15/16 carbines. Good to good plus condition but 

repair to stock.

Lot Lot Description Estimate

E1 .45acp Ruger SR1911 Stainless Pistol - Boxed R 13500.00

In synthetic carry pouch in manufacturer's box. Satin nickel finish to pistol with 

blued sights, slide stop, safety, beavertail and mag release. Skeleton trigger and 

hammer. Hi-profile combat sights and eight round magazine. A combat ready 

pistol in "as new" condition.

E2 .22lr Ruger Mark 1 Silenced Pistol R 6500.00

With professionally fitted over-barrel silencer. Adjustable sights and knurled 

silencer for ease of removal. Includes 3 x spare magazines. Good condition.

E3 .22lr Sauer Western Six-shooter 5,5" Revolver R 2250.00

Single action by J.P. Sauer & Sohn of Suhl. Some wear to finish, smooth walnut 

grips. Overall good condition.

E4 .38spl Uberti Single-action 4,75" Revolver R 2750.00

Blued barrel & cylinder, colour case-hardened frame, brass trigger guard & 

backstrap. Smooth walnut grips. Good to good plus condition.

E5 .357mag Uberti Mod 1875 Army 7,5" Revolver R 2950.00

Single action with 7,5" barrel. Blued barrel & cylinder, brass trigger guard and 

colour case-hardened frame. Smooth walnut grips. Good to good plus condition.

E6 .44mag J. P. Sauer & Sohn "Western" 6" Revolver R 3750.00

Imitation stag-horn grips. Good original condition.

E7 .38spl Taurus Mod 85 2" Revolver R 500.00

Includes leather hi-ride holster. Revolver shows some pitting to side of cylinder.

E8 .357mag Astra 6" Blue Revolver R 1850.00

Good plus condition.

E9 6.35mm Beretta Mod 950B Pistol R 1950.00

Flip-up 2,25" barrel for ease of loading. One of the most popular 6,35mm pocket 

pistols. Very good plus condition.

CATEGORY E ~ MODERN HANDGUNS
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E10 9mmk Star DKL Pistol + 2 x Spare Magazines R 2000.00

Nickelled finish to slide, polished finish to frame. Aftermarket ATI grips. Good 

condition.

E11 9mmp Star BKM Pistol R 2750.00

Compact variant of the model B. In white military type holster.  Excellent 

condition.

E12 9mmp CZ Mod 75 Pistol + 2 x Spare Magazines R 4850.00

Pistol proofed 1992. Fitted with Hogue grips. Hi viz foresight fitted. Good to good 

plus condition.

E13 .45acp Taurus Millennium Pistol + Holster R 4500.00

Includes1 x spare magazine and El Paso tilted carry holster. Compact polymer 

framed .45 double stack pistol with ten round mag capacity and hooked trigger 

guard. Stainless finished slide which is marked "PT 1 45 PRO". Good to good 

plus condition.

E14 .45acp Star Mod PD Pistol R 3750.00

With extended base to magazine which gives a seven round capacity. 

Chequered wooden grips. Some holster wear to anodised finish of frame, rest 

good to good to good plus condition.

E15 .45acp Armscor Pistol + 2 x Spare Magazines R 11000.00

A Hi-capacity combat pistol based on the Colt 1911.Large aluminium jet funnel 

to magazine base. The 5" (127mm) barrel is in good condition. A massive 

double stack magazine fits inside the hand-filling butt. There are 2 spare mags. 

Very Good Condition.

E16 .45acp Springfield Armory Mod 1911-A1 Pistol R 7500.00

Modern matt stainless finished pistol with chequered front & backstraps, 

adjustable rear sights, Pachmayr rubber grips, ambidex safety, bevelled mag 

well, skeleton hammer and adjustable trigger. Magazines are Wilson combat 

models with mag shoes. Very good plus condition.

Lot Lot Description Estimate

F1 .22lr BSA Martini Target Rifle R 2750.00

Adjustable diopter target peep sight fitted to receiver and hooded fore-sight to 

29" barrel. Fore-end of 16". Good refinished condition.

F2 .22lr BSA Martini Target Rifle R 2750.00

Adjustable diopter target peep sight fitted to receiver, hooded fore-sight to 

muzzle of 25" barrel. Knurled brass container for fore-sight elements to 10" fore-

end. Knox form and barrel have been drilled & tapped for scope mounting. Good 

condition.

F3 .22lr Greener Martini Rifle - Pre 1898 R 4500.00

Military Mk4 action which has been rebarrelled to .22lr caliber by W. W.  

Greener. A number of these conversions were done post Boer war for the British 

N.R.A following the poor marksmanship displayed by many British troops in the 

Anglo-Boer war. Barrel length of 28" with tunnel foresight and rear sight 

graduated to 100yards. Take-down lever to LH side of action which is marked 

"W.W.Greener Maker Birmingham". Wrap-around chequering to target type 

fore-end with sling studs mounted to fore-end and barrel. Chequered wrist. 

Good refinished condition.

F4 .22lr Mauser Mn410B Rifle R 3750.00

Sporting rifle with 23,5" barrel, ramp foresight and tangent rear sights. One of 

the scarce 46000 serial number range guns indicating 1934 manufacture. Some 

fading to finish, stock could do with a good polish, otherwise good.

CATEGORY F ~ COLLECTOR LONGARMS
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F5 .22lr Mauser Mod Ms420 Target Sporting Rifle R 3750.00

Manufactured 1930-33. Medium profile barrel of 25,5" length with tangent rear 

sight[with windage provision] and ramp foresight. Rotating safety, adjustable 

trigger, five shot magazine and pre-push button mag release. Rifle has been 

fitted with a well-figured replacement stock with chequered wrist & fore-end, 

schnabel tip to fore-end and Mauser buttplate. Good plus refurbished condition.

F6 .22lr Brno Mod 511 S/Auto Rifle R 6500.00

Open sights & scope bases to 22" barrel which has muzzle threaded for a 

silencer. Five round detachable magazine. Chequered wrist & fore-end. One of 

the more desirable .22lr. semi-autos, construction is of all-steel and wood as 

befits a decent rifle rather than plastics and alloy. Very good condition.

F7 .22lr Weatherby Mark XX11 Beretta S/Auto Rifle-Sc R 10000.00

Fitted with Weaver 4X wide angle scope. High quality rifle with 24" barrel 

carrying open sights and five-round box magazine. Left side of receiver marked 

"MARK XX11 Weatherby P. Beretta". Monte-carlo type stock with two panel 

skip-line chequering to pistol grip & fore-end of monte-carlo styled stock. Good 

plus condition. Extremely scarce.

F8 .22lr Unique Combination R 3950.00

Take-down semi-auto rifle utilising pistol action with 18" rifle barrel  & extended 

magazine. Oryx 4x32 scope fitted. Very good condition.

F9 .22lr Winchester Mod 67 Rifle R 950.00

The ideal "boy's" rifle? Single shot bolt action with 27" barrel and iron sights. 

Detachable walnut stock. The barrel could be trimmed back to 16" which gives 

optimal velocity out of a long rifle cartridge and the L.O.P. could be shortened 

for the user. Good to good plus condition.

F10 .22Hnt Brno ZKW465 Rifle - Scoped R 4500.00

Rifle fitted with Nikko Stirling 4x32 scope and proofed 1949. Detachable 5-shot 

shot magazine and iron sights to 23" barrel. Good plus original condition.

F11 22 hornet Winchester Mod 43 Rrifle - Scoped R 4500.00

Standard model with walnut stock. Fitted with Nikko Stirling 4x32 scope. Iron 

sights to 24" barrel, 5-shot detatchable magazine. Built 1949 to 1957, 62617 

rifles sold. Good plus original condition.

F12 .222rem Sako L461 Rifle R 6500.00

Lynx type steel base & rings fitted. Barrel length of 23,5". Good plus original 

condition.

F13 .223rem Sako Mod A1 Rifle - Scoped R 11500.00

Fitted with Tasco 4x32 on Lynx type steel mounts. Barrel  of 24" with iron sights. 

Typically Sako square sided stock with two panel chequering to wrist & fore-end. 

Stock has a few scratches to it, metalwork is in excellent condition.

F14 .243win Oberndorf Mauser "Kurz" Rifle - Scoped R 45000.00

Rebarrelled by Reford & Bresler. Fitted with Zeiss Diavari-C 3-9x36 scope on 

QD mounts. Single square "Kurz" action with 24" barrel carrying tangent rear 

sight and ramp foresight. There is extensive engraving by Armin Winkler to the 

action, knox form, bolt handle, trigger guard and floorplate. Dark tip and wrap-

around chequering to fore-end. Wrap-around chequering and cap to grip. 

Cheekpiece and solid Mauser plate to butt. Excellent condition.
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F15 .243win Sako L579 Forester Deluxe Rifle-Scoped R 12500.00

Fitted with Weaver K4-1 scope on Sako mounts. Iron sights to 23" barrel. 

Engraving to trigger-guard & floorplate. Deluxe stock has dark wood tip & grip 

caps, skipline chequering to wrist & fore-end with inlet motif to grip cap. 

Ventilated recoil pad.

F16 6.5mm Mannlicher Schonauer Mod 1903 Rifle - Scoped R 9500.00

Fitted with Bushnell Banner 6x40 scope on European QD mounts. Open sights 

to 22" barrel. Receiver sidewall marked "Oesterr.Waffenfabr.-Ges. Steyr". 

Shotgun styled long trigger guard with one trigger removed from adjustable 

double trigger system. Wrap-around chequering to fore-end, two panel 

chequering to wrist, cheekpiece to stock and steel butt trap plate. Good to good 

plus condition.

F17 6.5x57mm FN-Mauser Custom Rifle - Scoped R 9500.00

Built by Musgrave custom shop? Fitted with Tasco 3-9x40 scope. Iron sights 

and barrel band swivel to 24,5" barrel, European styled QD bases to action. Low-

scope safety and adjustable trigger to action. Dark wood grip & tip caps, wrap-

around chequering and shadow-line cheekpiece to stock. Excellent condition. 

Formerly the property of the late Genl. "Fido" Smit.

F18 .270win By John Dickson Of Edinburgh R 19500.00

M98 Mauser action with iron sights to 22" barrel which is marked "John 

Dickson & Son, 21 Frederick  Street, Edinburgh". Typical graceful light Rigby 

styled stock with wrap-around chequering to fore-end and wrist. Shadow-line 

cheek piece to stock which is of a better grade walnut with a solid recoil pad to 

it. Lo-scope safety and Parker-hale bases to action. An elegant rifle in mint 

condition.

F19 7x57mm Oberndorf Mauser Octagonal Rifle - Scoped R 45000.00

Factory sporter with octagonal barrel of 24" built on single square bridge  

intermediate action. Fitted with Swarovski Habich 1,25-4 X 24 scope on QD 

bases. Serial number indicates 1930-31 manufacture. "Mauser-Werke 

Oberndorf A/n" markings to barrel and side-wall of action. Integral ramp fore-

sight and three leaf rear sight to barrel. Stock is of a superior grade walnut and 

has schnabel and wrap-around chequering to fore-end, 2-panel chequering to 

wrist, cheekpiece and Mauser buttplate. Excellent professionally refinished 

condition.

F20 7x57mm Vektor "RSA Sport" Rifle - Scoped R 12500.00

Sporting rifle built by Vektor on single shot RSA target action. Fitted with 

Redfield, 3-9X Tracker scope. Barrel length of 24", lo-scope safety and 

adjustable trigger to action. Better grade walnut stock with two panel chequering 

to wrist & fore-end. Solid red "Musgrave" marked pad. Very good plus condition. 

Scarce.

F21 7x57mm FN-Mauser Custom Rifle R 12000.00

The rifle appears to be the work of Erhard Biendel of Thor Engineering. A 24,5" 

Musgrave barrel on a small-ring Mauser action fitted with a ramp fore-sight, 

barrel band swivel and 3-leaf rear sight, Double triggers, QD bases and lever 

release mag floor plate to action. Typically Bavarian styled stock with dark 

tipped schnabel fore-end and grip cap. Well-executed engraving to receiver ring, 

trigger guard and magazine floor plate. Very good plus to excellent condition. 

Formerly the property of the late Genl. "Fido" Smit.
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F22 .308win Mannlicher Mod MC Full-Stock Carbine-Scope R 25000.00

Custom built rifle by Musgrave custom shop? Scoped with Schmidt & Bender 

4X36 on QD mounts. Iron sights to 21" full-stocked barrel. Double trigger action 

which is marked "Steyr Daimler Puch A.G" to sidewall and "Mod MC" to 

receiver ring. Dark grip cap to stock which is of a superior grade of walnut  with 

2-panel chequering to wrist and fore-end. Excellent condition.  Formerly the 

property of the late Genl. "Fido" Smit.

F23 .30-06 Mauser M98 Custom Rifle By Bill Ritchie-Sco R 11500.00

Built & proofed by the late Bill Ritchie with a 26,5" barrel on a M98 Mauser 

action. Bushnell Banner 1,5-4X scope on a Weaver side mount. Monte-carlo 

stock with a horn fore-end tip and gripcap, ventilated recoil pad, wrap-around 

chequering to fore-end and twopanel chequering to grip. Good original 

condition.

F24 .30-06 Kimber Mod 84L Select Grade Rifle R 18500.00

Barrel length of 24", warne scope bases to receiver which is marked "Kimber 

84L" and "Select grade" to floorplate. Matt finish to metalwork. Classic styled 

stock of a decent grade of walnut. Dark fore-end tip and grip cap. solid rubber 

recoil pad. Excellent condition.

F25 .30-06 Musgrave "Vrystaat Mk2 " Rifle R 12500.00

Produced 1969-75, the "Vrystaat" was regarded as one of the best hunting 

rifles produced by Musgrave. Lyttleton produced Mauser based action with solid 

side wall, fast lock time, adjustable trigger and drop magazine floor plate. Barrel 

length of 26" with Williams iron sights fitted and Lynx type steel bases to action. 

Walnut stock with schnabel fore-end, gripcap and solid rubber buttplate. 

Excellent bore, all in very good condition

F26 .30-06 Musgrave Mod. 80 Rifle R 12500.00

Manufactured 1979-87. Williams iron sights to 24" barrel, steel scope bases 

receiver. Skip-line chequering to wrist & fore-end, cheekpiece to butt which is 

fitted with a ventilated giving a 14" L.O.P. Very good plus condition.

F27 .30-06 Musgrave Mod 90 Rifle R 12500.00

Manufactured 1988-96. Williams iron sights to 24" barrel which is threaded with 

a muzzle cap for suppressor use. Steel scope mount bases to receiver. Dark 

wood grip & tip caps. Two panel chequering to wrist & fore-end with cheekpiece 

& solid red Musgrave recoil pad to walnut butt. Good plus overall condition.

F28 .303br BSA "Lee Speed" Sporting Rifle R 7500.00

Built on the Long Lee Speed action with "BSA Co." to receiver. Barrel of 25" by 

"Parker-Hale Birmingham" with commercial proofs, ramp fore sight and three 

leaf rear sight. Flat carbine type bolt handle, five round magazine and safety to 

the bolt handle. Wrap-around chequering to fore end and wrist which is of a 

semi-pistol grip profile. "BSA" marked butt plate. Good condition.

F29 8x60S mm Brno Mod 20/21 Sporting Rifle-Scoped R 9500.00

Fitted with Bushnell 3-9X Banner scope. Flat-top receiver with dovetail grooves. 

Barrel length of 24" with open sights & barrel band sling mounting. Proofed 

1956. Double trigger mechanism with shotgun type trigger guard. Very good 

condition.
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F30 9.3x62mm Oberndorf Mauser Rifle - Scoped R 50000.00

Fitted with Kahles Helia-Super 1,5-4,5X  on QD mounts. Serial number indicates 

1937 manufacture. Iron sights with 3-leaf rear sight to 24" barrel. Solid sidewall, 

double square bridge action with receiver wall marked "Mauser-Werke A.G. 

Oberndorf a/N." Double trigger and trigger-guard release to floorplate. Walnut 

stock has schnabel tip, wrap-around chequering to fore-end, two panel 

chequering to grip, cheekpiece to butt and solid red Silvers type recoil pad. All in 

very good condition.

F31 9.3x62 Custom Mauser M98 Rifle-Scoped R 13500.00

Built by Bloemfontein Custom Rifles. Fitted with 4x36 Schmidt & Bender scope 

on European QD scope bases. Banded fore-sight, barrel band swivel and 5-leaf 

express rear sight to 24,5" barrel. Rifle is built on a DWM Oberndorf action with 

low scope safety, adjustable trigger and trigger guard floor plate release. Border 

engraving to action. Dark tip and grip caps, wrap-around chequering to both fore-

end grip. Recoil lug to action, shadow line cheekpiece and solid red recoil pad to 

butt. Very good condition.  Formerly the property of the late Genl. "Fido" Smit.

F32 9.3X62mm Mauser Custom Rifle By Danie Joubert- Sco R 45000.00

Finely made rifle by Danie Joubert & Faan De Vos with a 4x Burris scope on 

H&H type quick detachable mounts, Mcgowen barrel of 24" fitted with three leaf 

rear sight, barrel band swivel and ramp fore sight. Action has engraved mag 

plate and rings, matt finish top of receiver, low scope 45 degree safety and finely 

adjusted trigger. Stock is of very well figured exhibition grade walnut with ebony 

fore end top, wrap around flat top chequering to both fore end and wrist, 

engraved recoil lug plus steel grip cap, shadow line cheek piece, solid red 

rubber silvers type pad. All in mint condition.

F33 9.3x64mm Brenneke Mauser Mod 66 Rifle - Scoped R 35000.00

Fitted with Leupold VX11 1-4x20 scope. Made by Mauser-Werke Oberndorf. 

"High Performance" model of the unique short stroke, telescoping bolt action, 

interchangeable barrel rifle. Double trigger system. Ramp foresight and barrel 

band swivel 25,5" barrel. Dark wood grip & tip caps, chequered wrist & fore-end. 

Ventilated recoil pad fitted to Bavarian styled butt. Very good plus condition.

F34 .378wea. mag Weatherby Mk5 Rifle-Scoped R 32500.00

Fitted with Swarovski Habicht 4x32 scope. Barrel length of 26" plus muzzle 

break. Typical Weatherby superior grade Monte-carlo styled stock with dark 

wood grip & tip caps and skip-line chequering to grip & fore-end. All in excellent 

condition.

F35 10.75x68mm Oberndorf Mauser Type A Rifle R 14500.00

Manufactured by Waffenfabrik Mauser Oberndorf. Serial number indicates 1926-

7 manufacture. Matching serial numbers to all parts, barrel of 24" has five leaf 

express sight, barrel band swivel and ramp fore sight, lever release to magazine 

box, Wrap around chequering to fore end, recoil lug to action, two panel 

chequering to wrist and FN marked butt plate, the stock is obviously an FN 

replacement stock rather then the original Mauser type. Bore displays typical 

cordite wear to it. Rifle would benefit from a professional refinish. Good overall 

condition.
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F36 16ga/8x72Rmm/.22lr. Krieghof Drilling - Scoped R 19500.00

Fitted with original German scope marked "D.R.G.M. Dr. W. Gerard 

Charlottenburg" on QD mounts. Rifle barrels of 21,75" are marked to "PETER 

LONGO INNSBRUCK" whilst bottom of receiver is marked to "KRIEGHOFF 

DRILLING WALDSCHUTZ". Upper, nitro proofed 16ga.barrels and lower 

8x72R rifled barrel. Also included with the drilling are two inserts for .22lr caliber 

with 8,9"[224mm] barrels. Action has three cocking indicators, top lever 

mechanism and side safety. Adjustable double triggers. Wrap-around fore-end, 

pistol grip type stock with with two panel chequering, shadow line cheekpiece 

and bullet trap holding 4 rounds to bottom of butt. All three bores are particularly 

good . Professionally repaired fine crack to tang. Formerly the property of the 

late Genl. "Fido" Smit.

F37 12ga/6.5mm Merkel Drilling - Scoped R 45000.00

Fitted with Burris 2-7X Mini scope on QD mounts. Barrels of 24,75" marked to 

"Gebr. Merkel Suhl" and fitted with flip-up rear sight. Side-clips, cross-bolt and 

cocking indicators to action which has well-done hunting scenes engraved by 

"Hoffman". Featuring a bare breasted huntress on both sides of the action with 

a spear and stage on one side and feeding a fawn on the other side. Engraving 

to bottom of action, triggerguard, top lever and tang. Greener type side safety to 

side of stock which is made of a better grade of wood, has a Bavarian styled 

swell to it and features a shadow line cheekpiece. Wrap-around chequering to 

fore-end, two panel chequering to wrist. Barrels nitro-proofed for 12ga. 70mm 

and 6,5x57R, with additional insert for .22lr. caliber. A very neat gun in mint 

condition.  Formerly the property of the late Genl. "Fido" Smit.

F38 .410 Harrington & Richardson S/S Shotgun R 2500.00

Hammer gun with 26" barrels. Semi-pistol grip stock with H&R buttplate to stock. 

Chequering shows wear to it, light pitting to barrels, tight action. Fair to good 

overall.

F39 12ga Zabala S/S Sidelock Shotgun R 12500.00

A high grade Spanish ejector gun with detachable sidelocks and better grade 

wood. Barrel lengths of 29,8", choked full & half. Full scroll engraving to locks, 

action and breech end of barrels. Wrap-around chequering to fore-end, two 

panel chequering to wrist. Tear-drops to back of locks. High-gloss finish to butt 

which shows some light scratches. L.O.P. of 14,6". Good plus condition overall.

F41 12ga FN-Browning Sidelock Ej. S/S Shotgun R 4500.00

Barrels of 30" and choked full & 1/4 are marked "Fabrique Nationale D'Armes 

De Guerre". Sideclips & Greener type cross-bolt to action. Wrap-around 

chequering to fore-end and semi-pistol grip. L.O.P of 14". Some light pitting to 

bores, tight action, good refinished condition.

F42 12ga Westley Richards Boxlock Ejector Shotgun R 12500.00

Gun has 30" nitro-proofed damascus barrels choked full & cylinder. Good bores.  

Gold inlaid "Westley Richards" & "Safe" markings to receiver. Stock of 

particularly well-figured walnut with semi-pistol grip, solid red Silvers recoil pad 

and 14,75 L.O.P.  Stock has been professionally A decent grade of gun in good 

to good plus condition.
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F43 12ga Sauer S/S Boxlock Shotgun R 6500.00

A higher grade gun with full engraving to action, hunting bird scenes to sides of 

action and scroll engraving & "Original Sauer" to bottom of action. Action has 

Greener type crossbolt, sideclips and cocking indicators to it. Wrap-around 

chequering to straight hand wrist and fore-end. Nitro-proofed barrels of 28,25" 

choked full & full. Good bores, tight action. L.O.P of 14,25" to well figured butt. 

Good to good pus overall condition.

F44 12ga Westley Richards S/S Boxlock Shotgun R 2950.00

Nitro-proofed 30" barrels choked full & imp. cylinder. Barrels marked "Model 944 

A Grade". Some light pitting to bores ahead of chamber, rest of gun good 

condition. Silver finished action, reblued barrels.

F45 12ga W. W. Greener "GP" Shotgun R 2250.00

Built on Greener's large Martini action with a 30" barrel chambered for 2,75" 

rounds. Straight hand grip. Good refinished condition.

F46 12ga Winchester Mod 1897 Pump-Action Shotgun R 4500.00

Take-down model with 30" full-choke barrel. Serial no. C154320 indicates 1920 

manufacture. German proofs to barrel and action. Original period leather sling 

included. Ribbed fore-end, smooth walnut semi pistol grip. Steel buttplate to 

stock. Weathered overall finish.

F47 12ga Beretta Silver Pigeon Pump-Action Shotgun R 3750.00

A  29 3/4"(757mm) barrel, full choked. Steel action with alloy trigger guard  

Action marked "Pietro Beretta Founded in 1680 Silver Pigeon 12 gauge". 

Walnut stock, chequered to 20LPI. LOP to ventilated recoil pad is 13  3/4". Good 

condition.

F48 No Item

F49 12ga FN-Browning Mod 5 "humpback" Shotgun R 2750.00

Shotgun has a 29,5" barrel and is fitted with a virtual full-length magazine giving 

a magazine capacity of 9 rounds. This configuration was popular with the 

Rhodesian forces and they developed a fibre-glass full-length handguard to go 

with it to protect the magazine tube. Walnut stock with chequered wrist and fore-

end. Good condition.

F50 12ga Beretta O/U S56E Shotgun + Spare Barrel R 11500.00

Single trigger ejector action with 28" barrels choked full and 3/4. Barrel selector 

to safety. Extensive engraving to matt silver finished action. Spare barrel set of 

26,5" choked . Good to good plus original condition.

F51 No Item

F52 20ga Belgian S/S Boxlock Shotgun - Cased R 8500.00

In hard green canvas finished case with leather handguard. Nitro-proofed 26" 

chambered for 70mm rounds. Excellent bores. Game scene engraving to sides 

of the action, oak leafs to bottom of action. Greener type crossbolt and sideclips 

to extractor action. Straight hand grip with fine chequering to it. L.O.P is 14,5" to 

front trigger. A well engraved gun in good to good plus condition. Should make a 

good working gun for a 20ga. fan.

F53 7mmrem mag Sauer & Sohn Mod 90 Rifle - Scoped R 19500.00

Fitted with Leupold Vari-X3 2,5-8X scope on QD mounts. Iron sights to 26" 

barrel which has typical Sauer high gloss blue to metalwork. Dark tip & grip caps 

to Bavarian styled stock which has five panel chequering. Excellent original 

condition.

F54-58 No Item
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F59 6.5X55mm Swedish Mauser M1896 Service Rifle R 4500.00

Manufactured by Carl Gustaf 1905. Rifle has been drilled & tapped and also had 

the bolt bent for scope use. Front sight removed.

F60 7,62x54mm Moisin Nagant Carbine R 4500.00

Russian 'short' rifle of WW2,manufactured Tula? arsenal 1943 with Soviet crest 

to receiver. Good plus overall condition.

F61 .303 S.M.L.E. No.1 Mk3 Service Rifle R 4500.00

"Crown G.R. & Enfield 1917 Sht.L.E. 111*' markings to butt socket. WR 

number professionally applied to side of receiver. Good original condition.

F62 .303 No.4 Mk1* Lee-Enfield Service Rifle R 4750.00

Receiver marked to "U.S Property". WR number to LH of receiver. Good 

original condition.

F63 .303 No. 4 Mk 1* Enfield Target Service Rifle R 4750.00

Manufactured Long Branch 1942. Fitted with Parker-Hale 5C target peep sight 

with adjustable diopter. Good to good plus original condition.

F64-66 No Item

F67 7.62mm "Sanitised" FN-Fal Rifle Rifle R 12500.00

Belgian made "Sanitised" rifle supplied to Rhodesia by SADF with SA markings 

removed. These were done in a uniform fashion with the SA coat of arms milled 

out of the magazine well and SADF ownership stamps removed from both the 

upper and lower receivers. Built on type 1 action with milled receiver sides and 

vertical take down lever. SADF standard issue rifle with LHS of receiver marked 

"FAL Cal. 7,62" and RHS of receiver marked "Fabrique National D' Armes De 

Guerre-Herstal Belgique".Traces of "RA" number to RHS of receiver.  

Matching number to upper and lower receivers.  Good refinished condition.

F68 7,62mm FN Ultra-short Carbine R 23500.00

Styled on the SAP modified FN with the gas block moved back by approx 

100mm. Folding stock, 16" barreled variant of the FN-Fal with short  

handguards, gas block moved back by approx 100mm and special 

muzzlebrake. The barrels on this model can be cut back as short as 11". 

Carbine has been rebarreled and is in "as new" condition.

F69 7,62mm FN Para-Fal Rifle R 29500.00

Belgian made type 3 rifle with two-position rear sight. Excellent condition.

F70 7.62mm FN-Fal Rifle R 15000.00

Scarce variant of the FAL rifle. First pattern Belgian made gun with S.A. 

Republic Coat of Arms to magazine well SADF U within M logo to LHS of 

receiver. Butt stamped with U within M marking, "DOW" cartouche and "67" 

date marking. One of the FN made rifles issued before SA set-up production of 

the R1 rifle. Good plus condition.
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F71 7.62mm FN Falo or Heavy Barrel R 37500.00

Commonly known in SA as the heavy barrel the factory designation was the 

"Falo" and was used as a squad automatic weapon by both SA and Rhodesian 

troops. The HB weighed 6kg. with a folding bipod as opposed to 4,25kg on the 

standard issue Fal/R1 model. Where-as all SA made R1 rifles were built on the 

type 1 action, the HB's were produced 1961-62 on the strengthened type 2 

action which was better suited for sustained full-auto fire and is still in use today. 

The HB's were issued with 20 & 30rd. magazines. It is available in wooden 

stocked variants with a folding shoulder rest or the standard synthetic. The HB 

also has a larger carrying handle which is reversed to better handle the 

increased weight. Very good plus condition. Semi-auto only.

F72 .223rem Vektor LM5 Rifle R 17500.00

This rifle has a Vektor serial number but is unusual in that it has an R4 "Single 

Shot" marked selector lever which were intended for use for use on rifles issued 

to the National Peacekeeping Force during the election period. Good refinished 

condition.

F73 7.62mm Russian AKM Rifle R 18500.00

Manufactured at Ishvest Arsenal 1960. Pressed steel receiver, laminated 

wooden stock. Excellent arsenal refurbished condition.

F74 7.62mm Hungarian AMD63 AKM/S Rifle R 16500.00

Folding stock,  pistol grip and fore end which are black finished. Rifle is arsenal 

refurbished and in mint condition.

F75 7.62mm SKS Service Rifle R 6500.00

Chinese manufactured. Integral bayonet missing. Good to good plus condition 

with an attractive patina to the stock.

F76 .223 Ruger Mini-14 Rifle-scoped R 7500.00

Produced 1981. Variant with factory bayonet lug, flash-hider and ventilated top 

handguard. Simmons rifle scope fitted on Redfield one piece steel base and 

rings. Five round magazine. Excellent condition

F77 7,62mm Rhodesian FN-Fal Rifle R 11000.00

Type 2 action has a protruding 'teardrop' to the milled sides. This was designed 

for sustained auto fire on the Heavy Barrelled FN and this model is seldom 

encountered in SA. Horizontal takedown lever. Rifle has later pattern barrel with 

provision for bipod mounting as used on the STG58 as well as later pattern 

handguards with provision for bipod use. Synthetic stock & fore end. Rifle has a 

good mix of Rhodesian applied camo paint to all parts including magazine. 

Fairly good bore, good overall condition.

Lot Lot Description Estimate

G1 .22lr Voere Bolt Action Sporting Rifle R 2250.00

Bolt action, grooved for a scope, with a 5 shot box magazine, side safety catch. 

21 1/4"(54cm) round barrel with blade front sight, tangent rear 50-200m; bore is 

good. Good condition.

G2 .22lr Savage Mod 6A S/Auto Rifle R 1500.00

Blow-back action with tubular magazine and iron sights to 24" barrel. Walnut 

stock. Good condition.

G3 .22lr CZ 452-2E ZKM Sporting Rifle R 4500.00

Fitted with Lynx one-piece scope base & rings. Proofed 1894. Rear sight 

removed to make place for scope. Five shot magazine. Excellent condition.

CATEGORY G ~ MODERN LONGARMS
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G4 .22lr Walther Bolt Action Rifle R 2750.00

Open sights to relatively heavy profile barrel of 24.5". Ten shot detachable 

magazine. Finger grooves to fore-end. Very good professionally refinished 

condition.

G5 .22lr FN-Browning Pump-Action Rifle R 2750.00

Iron sights to 22" barrel, muzzle threaded for a silencer. Scope mounting 

grooves to receiver. Two panel chequering to semi-pistol grip walnut stock. 

Tubular magazine. Good condition.

G6 .22lr Remington "Sportmaster" Rifle R 1950.00

Bolt action sporting rifle with tubular magazine and 24" barrel with iron sights 

fitted. UDF confiscation stamp to receiver. Recoil pad fitted. Good to good plus 

original condition.

G7 .22lr CBC Bolt Action Rifle R 2500.00

Brazilian made version of the Remington. Barrel of 2" with iron sights and action 

grooved for scope mounting. Five round detachable box magazine. Very good 

plus condition.

G8 .22lr Burgsmuller Sporting Rifle R 2500.00

Bolt action sporter with iron sights to 2" barrel and scope mounting grooves to 

action. Walnut stock with two panel chequering to wrist and fore-end and 

cheekpiece to butt. Good to good plus condition.

G9 .22lr Krico Rifle R 2950.00

Bolt action sporter with iron sights to 24,5" barrel. Detachable 5-shot magazine. 

Walnut stock with dark grip & tip caps, two panel chequering to wrist and 14,75" 

L.O.P. All in good to good plus condition.

G10 No Item

G11 .22/.410 Savage O/U Combination R 1750.00

With 24" (61cm) barrels, both with good bores. Colour case hardened action. 

Plain walnut stock and fore arm. VGC.

G12 .22lr/.410 Stevens O/U combination Gun R 1500.00

Iron sights to 24" barrel, bakelite stock. Very good bores, good to good plus 

condition.

G13 .22mag/20ga. Savage Mod.24S-E O/U Combination R 3950.00

Iron sights to 24" barrels, side lever action, selector to hammer. Walnut stock. 

Very good plus condition. Excellent bores.

G14-

15

No Item

G16 .243win Remington Mod 788 Rifle - Scoped R 4500.00

Fitted with Tasco 4x32 compact scope. Barrel length of 18", nine locking lugs to 

bolt. Detachable magazine. Plain walnut stock with recoil pad fitted. Good 

condition.

G17 6mm Musgrave By Musgrave - Scoped R 4750.00

Fitted with 6x40 riflescope. Built by Musgrave on the No. 4 action with a 26" 

barrel and ten round magazine. Skip-line chequering to fore-end and pistol grip 

of monte-carlo type stock. Ventilated recoil pad. Good plus condition.

G18 .243win BSA Scoped Rifle R 4500.00

Fitted with 2,5x20 Bisley Deluxe scope. Iron sights 22" barrel and drop floor 

plate to action. Monte-carlo styled stock. Very good plus refurbished condition.

G19 No Item
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G20 .270 win Voere M98 Rifle - Scoped R 6500.00

Fitted with Lynx Professional series 4-16x42 scope. Iron sights to 24,5" barrel 

and typical Voere tang safety to monte-carlo stock. Good plus condition.

G21 .270win Schulz & Larsen M60 Rifle - Scoped R 9500.00

Rebarrelled by Musgrave, A 60cm (23 5/8") round slim tapered barrel has an 

excellent bore. The S& L action, is  surmounted by a Redfield  Accu-Ranger, 

Revenge, Varmint, 4x-12x scope. The walnut stock with reasonable colour and 

some figure.  VVGC.

G22 .308win Remington Mod 700" Tactical" Rifle R 8500.00

Heavy profile 20" barrel with matt finish to metalwork. Receiver with steel Lynx 

type adjustable mounts. Rifle has a Hogue synthetic stock fitted with black recoil 

pad. adjustable trigger. All in excellent condition.

G23 .303 BSA Sporting Rifle - Scoped & Silenced R 2950.00

Built on the SMLE.No.1 Mk3 action. Fitted with Nikko Stirling Gold Crown WA 

4x32 scope on Parker-Hale mounts. Barrel length of 25" with reflex type silencer 

fitted. Monte-carlo type stock with roll-over cheekpiece and recoil pad. Good 

condition.

G24 .303 Synthetic Sporter - Scoped R 2950.00

Fitted with 2,75X  Burris long-eye relief on scout type mounts. Ramp fore-sight 

to compact 19" barrel. Includes a peep sight fitted to cocking piece. Black 

synthetic stock with chequered wrist & fore-end and a ventilated recoil pad. Very 

good condition.

G25 No Item

G26 .303 Sporterised P-14 Enfield Rifle R 1850.00

Action trimmed down to remove ears, fore-end "circumcised" and recoil pad 

added to butt. Good condition.

G27 .303 Sporterised Rifles x 2 R 2500.00

Both rifles are S.M.L.E No.1 Mk3 rifles which have had their fore-ends 

"circumcised" and sporting ramp front sights fitted to the barrels.

G28 .303br Sporterised P-14 Enfield Rifle - Scoped R 2250.00

Fitted with Tasco 4x40 scope on Lynx type mounts. Home-built sporting stock of 

Rhodesian teak with dished cheekpiece and solid red recoil pad. Good to good 

plus condition.

G29 .303 BSA sporterised Rifle - Scoped R 1750.00

Fitted with Nikko Stirling 3-9x40 rifle scope on Lynx type steel mounts. Built on 

S.M.L.E no.1 Mk3 action. Recoil pad fitted to home-made Monte-carlo styled 

stock. Good overall condition.

G30 No Item

G31 .375 H&H Mag Vektor M98 Rifle - Scoped R 12500.00

Fitted with Lynx 1,75-5 x20 scope. Iron sights to 24,5" barrel, lo-scope safety to 

bolt. Monte-carlo styled stock has two panel chequering to both grip and fore-

end, solid recoil pad. Overall good condition.

G32 .416rem mag Brno Rifle R 18500.00

Brno 600 action which has been rebarreled to .416 Rem mag caliber. Iron sights 

to 24,5" barrel, S.A. proofing to balrrel & receiver. Excellent condition. A good 

back-up rifle for PH's.

G33 .357mag Rossi Puma Lever Action R 5000.00

Lever action with open sights to 20" barrel. Particularly good condition.

G34 No Item
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G35 .410 Mossberg Mod 183KE Bolt-Action Shotgun R 1750.00

Variable choke to 25" barrel and integral 2-round magazine. Plain walnut stock. 

Excellent condition.

G36 .410 Union Armera Eibar S/S Boxlock Shotgun R 5000.00

With 26"(660mm) barrels, bores are somewhat pitted ahead of the chambers. 

Top rib tapers down to the muzzles. Boxlock with auto safety, extractor model, 

silvered action nicely engraved with floral scrollwork. The stock and semi-

beavertail forearm nicely chequered to 22LPI. LOP from front trigger to butt 14 

1/4". Fair to good condition.

G37 410 Laila S/S Boxlock N/E Shotgun R 9500.00

The 70cm (27.5") barrels with good bores, both choked full.  A tapered matted 

top rib. The box lock, extractor action with an auto safety. Action sides show a 

rural scene with a pointer. Slim fore arm and semi pistol grip stock, 20LPI flat 

top chequering. Good condition.

G38 12ga Baikal S/S Shotgun R 2950.00

Double trigger, extractor action. Barrels of 28,75" choked full & 3/4. Very good 

plus condition.

G39 No Item

G40 12ga S/S Belgian boxlock N/E Shotgun R 2250.00

"No name" brand with 27,5" barrels choked full & full. Greener type crossbolt& 

sideclips to action which has deer scene engravings to both sides. Some fading 

to finish on action & woodwork. Overall good condition.

G41 12ga BSA S/S Boxlock N/E Shotgun R 1950.00

Barrels of 30" choked full & imp. cylinder. Good bores, finish worn on the 

outside. Straight grip stock with 14,5" L.O.P. Good working order, gun would 

benefit from a refinish.

G42 12ga Savage Model 311 S/S Shotgun R 1500.00

Boxlock non-ejector with 30" barrels choked 3/4 & 1/2. Bores? Bakelite stock.  A 

working man's gun.

G43 12ga Stevens S/S Shotgun R 1450.00

Boxlock non-ejector with 30" barrels choked 3/4 & 1/4. Good bores. Bakelite 

stock. Trigger guard has been replaced with a sheet metal guard. A farmers 

gun?

G44 12ga Brno S/S Shotgun R 5500.00

Sidelock, extractor action with 28,5" barrels choked 3/4 & 1/2.  Straight hand to 

English styled stock. Very good condition.

G45 12ga Aya boxlock N/E Shotgun R 2950.00

Barrels of 30" choked full & half. Case colour hardened action with Greener 

cross-bolt and side-clips. Cocking indicators to sides of action. bores? Pistol grip 

type stock with 14,75" L.O.P. Good to good plus condition.

G46 12ga Fidat of Liege S/S Shotgun R 1850.00

Boxlock N/E wildfowling gun with 32" barrels choked full & full. Greener type 

crossbolt & sideclips to case-hardened action which has hunting scenes 

engraved to it's sides. Good bores with 2,75" chambers. Semi-pistol grip stock 

with 14,5" L.O.P. Good overall condition.
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G47 12ga Garate Y Mendibe S/S Shotgun R 2450.00

The 70cm (27.5") barrels are choked 1/2 on the right and full on the left. The 

bores are good. A boxlock action with a Greener type cylindrical crossbolt. 

Some engraving with a pigeon on either side of the action. The stock with fairly 

good barring mainly straight-grained, could do with some oiling. LOP  to front 

trigger 14.75" to the black rubber butt pad. Weight 3.25kg or 7.3lbs. VGC

G48 12ga Beretta Mod A300 S/auto Shotgun R 4500.00

Ventilated rib to 28" barrel. Barrel is marked to "Musgrave" indicating Musgrave / 

Beretta marketing link. Chequered wrist & fore end, Pachmayr "Decelerator" pad 

fitted. This shotgun has features more commonly associated with the more 

expensive A301 shotgun. Very good plus condition.

G49 12ga Mossberg Mod 395KB Bolt-Action Shotgun R 2750.00

Variable choke to 26,5" barrel, 2-shot detachable magazine, recoil pad to butt. 

Very good condition.

G50 12ga Rotweil S/Auto field Shotgun R 2500.00

Alloy receiver with ducks and gamebirds in profusion on sides of the action. Has 

had camo tape stuck all over it, that on the barrel still remains. 5 shot gas-

operated auto. Fixed full choke on 27 1/2"(70cm) barrel. Chequering to panels 

on sides of fore end and pistol grip, 20 LPI. The LOP  is 13 7/8" (35.5cm). Good 

condition.

G51 12ga Atis A/auto Field Shotgun R 2850.00

Ventilated rib  to 28" full-choke barrel. Chequered wrist & fore-end. The Atis has 

the option of being able to fit an extended magazine tube which many of the 

other s/autos do not have. Good plus condition.

G52 12ga Atis Semi-Auto Field Shotgun R 2450.00

Ribbed 26" barrel. Wooden butt with chequered wrist & fore-end. Very good plus 

condition.

G53 12ga Remington 870 "Express Magnum" Slug Gun R 9500.00

Rifle sights to 20" barrel. ATI adjustable folding stock tactical type fore-end 

which has provision for fitting laser & torch. Excellent condition.

G54 12ga Remington  Mod 1100 S/Auto Slug Shotgun R 39500.00

Designed for shooting deer & pigs with adjustable rifle sights to 22" barrel . 

Recoil pad butt, chequered wrist & fore-end. Excellent condition.

G55 12ga Winchester Mod 1200 "Riot"Pump Action Shotgun R 2500.00

Short 18" barrel, wooden stock & fore-end. Good plus condition.

G56 12ga Winchester Mod 1200 "Riot" Shotgun R 2750.00

Pump-action defense shotgun with 18" barrel. Excellent condition.

G57 20ga Avsan O/U Shotgun R 9500.00

Ribbed 28" barrel, laser-cut bird scene engraving to silver-finished action. 

Double trigger, extractor action. Chequered wrist and fore-end, 14,75" L.O.P. to 

stock. Gun is in "as new" condition.

G58 12ga Browning Model 325 O/U Shotgun-Cased R 22500.00

In hard leather trimmed canvas finished Browning factory case. Gun is multi-

choked single trigger, ejector model with 27,5" barrels. Pistol grip stock with 15" 

L.O.P. Includes cleaning rods and accessories. Excellent condition.
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G59 12ga Browning "Citori" O/U Multi-Choke Shotgun R 19500.00

Single trigger ejector action with 24" ribbed barrels fitted with "Invector Plus" 

multi-chokes. Barrel is a factory length of 24" and not cut-down, Two panel 

chequering to both fore-end and straight grip. Ventilated recoil pad giving 14" 

L.O.P. to well-figured stock. Very good plus condition.

G60 12ga Hege Waffen O/U Shotgun R 8500.00

Single trigger, ejector action with broad top rib to 29" barrels which are marked 

to "Hege Waffen-Swabisch Hall West Germany". Choked full & 1/4. Engraved 

action. Two panel chequering to wrist and fore-end, better grade walnut stock 

with solid red Pachmayr "Decelerator" pad fitted. Very good plus condition.

G61 12ga Miroku O/U Shotgun R 9500.00

Double trigger, ejector model with 28" barrels choked 1/2 & 1/4. Chequered 

straight wrist and fore-end with L.O.P. of 15 ". Mint condition.

G62 12ga Ed Kettner O/U Shotgun R 1950.00

Ribbed barrels of 27,5". Single selective trigger, ejector action. Fore-end has 

been cracked and been poorly repaired. Lower ejector missing. Fair overall 

condition.

G63 12ga BSA S/S Boxlock Shotgun R 2450.00

Nitro-proofed barrels of 30" choked 3/4 & imp. cylinder. Chambered for 2,75" 

round, left hand hand shows sign of a repaired bulge to it, otherwise bores are 

good & shiny. Double trigger extractor action. Silver finish to action, rest of gun 

has been professionally reblued.

Conditions of Sale

The following Terms and Conditions as amended by any postal notice or verbal announcement 
during the sale, constitutes the entire terms and conditions under which the property listed in this 
catalogue, is offered for sale by Classic Arms and any consignor for the said property that we act 
for.

1) As used herein, the “bid price” shall mean the price at which a lot is knocked down by     
the auctioneer, to a purchaser and the term “purchase price” shall mean the aggregate of:
a)  The bid price,
b)  A PREMIUM PAYABLE BY THE PURCHASER OF 12,5% OF THE BID PRICE, + VAT at   

15% thereon (i.e. a total premium of 14.375%)
c)  And where specifically stated by the auctioneer VAT at 15% of the bid price. It is recorded  

that the consignor has authorised Classic Arms to retain the premium payable on each lot 
as part of our remuneration and that the VAT payable on such premium is in addition to  

such premium. 

2. On the fall of the Hammer the highest bidder will have been deemed to have purchased  
the lot being offered and to have:

a)  assumed full responsibility and liability for the ownership of that lot in 
accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein

b)  to undertake to settle the aggregate purchase price within a maximum of seven calendar  
days from the date of sale.

In the case of all firearms it is specifically recorded that the purchaser is deemed to have assumed 
full liability for ownership and payment in accordance with the terms and conditions contained 
herein irrespective of the granting or not of a South African Police Services licence or permit for 
possession of the said lot.
All lots requiring licences shall be retained by Classic Arms pending proof of issuance of said 
licences

Should a licence for any lot, for any reason whatsoever, be declined, then the purchaser may 
require Classic Arms or a registered arms and ammunition dealer of the purchasers choice to 
resell such lot on the purchasers behalf. Such sale shall be conducted against
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the prevailing terms and conditions of the chosen dealer at time of resale and, irrespective of the 
Auction purchase price, at the price determined in agreement with the auction purchaser and the 
dealer
It is specifically noted that Classic Arms may in no way be held liable for a shortfall if any, between 
the auction purchase price and the resale price.
Under no circumstances shall any lot requiring SAPS licensing be released to any person or body 
not duly authorised to be in legal possession of said lot, and unless all monies due have been 
settled in full and in accordance with the terms and conditions contained herein.
No lots shall be deemed to have been paid for until all monies due have been delivered in cash or 
in Bank Cleared funds. 

All purchases may be paid for in cash, by Master Card or VISA, American Express or Diners Club 
International, or by cashiers. or Bank Guaranteed Cheque. A further premium of 5% of the 
aggregate purchase price including VAT thereon will be levied for all Credit or Charge Card 
settlements.

No cashier’s cheque will be deemed to constitute payment until the effects thereof have been 
cleared into the Classic Arms Trust Account.
If the foregoing or any other conditions contained herein are not complied with by the purchaser, in 
addition to any other remedies available to us and the consignor by law, including but without 
limitation to, the right to hold the purchaser liable for the purchase price, then we at our sole 
discretion may:
a)   cancel the sale, retaining as liquidation costs any amounts paid by the purchaser,
b)   resell the property.

3. All payments to be made within 7 days. Property sold at auction and not paid for in full or 
collected, within 6 (Six) elapsed Months from the date of the auction, shall be deemed to be 
abandoned UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTIFIED.
The auctioneer reserves the right to dispose of the property in any manner he sees fit and recover 
reasonable administration and/or storage costs from the disposal of said property and/or the 
purchaser.

No subsequent claim arising from such a disposal shall be entertained and the auctioneer may not 
be held liable for any losses incurred by either the consignor or purchaser, or any other party, in 
this regard either publicly or privately and in such event to hold the purchaser liable for all costs 
including our commission and expenses for both sales, all other charges due hereunder, our 
attorneys fees and incidental charges.

All fees commissions, bid prices and duties not settled promptly by the purchaser in terms of this

clause 2 shall bear interest at South African Bankers prime lending rate plus 3 percent from the

seventh day following the sale until settlement is received in full.

In the event that a purchaser does not effect collection within four months of the sale date, of any 
item purchased, Classic Arms reserves the right to charge a storage fee of ZAR 150-00 per 
calendar month or part thereof. Such fee being payable monthly in advance from the first day of 
the month within which the six month period shall expire. In the event that the purchaser fails in his 
obligation to Classic Arms to pay such fee, Classic Arms, may at its own discretion, resell such 
item to recover such fee.

4. We reserve the right to withdraw any property at any time prior to the actual sale of such 
property. Unless actually stated by the auctioneer, all lots shall be offered against their catalogued 
number and no lot shall be divided for sale.

5. We reserve the right to reject any bid. The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall 
be deemed to be the final bid price. In the event of any dispute between bidders or, if in the sole 
opinion of the auctioneer he doubts the validity of a bid, the auctioneer shall have the sole right to 
determine the successful bid or to re-offer the property in dispute for sale. Our sale records shall 
be conclusive in any dispute during or after conclusion of the sale.

6. If for any reason beyond our control, including but not limited to, fire, theft, acts of God, or 
insurrection, we are prevented from delivering the property to the purchaser, then we will be liable 
only for the sum actually paid therefore by the purchaser and shall in no event include payment for 
consequential or incidental damages. 
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9. If we undertake packaging or handling of any lots on the purchaser’s behalf it is done so 
entirely at the purchasers risk. We are not liable for any acts or omissions of carriers or packers 
including those recommended by us. Such carriers or packers may carry there own insurance 
and any claims for loss or damage should be addressed directly to them.

10. These Conditions of Sale and the respective rights of the purchaser and Classic Arms, are 
governed by the laws of South Africa.  By bidding at an auction in person, or by agent, order-bid 
or telephone or other means, the buyer or bidder agrees to be bound by these Conditions of Sale.
Any dispute controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this Agreement, or the breach, 
termination or validity thereof, brought by or against Classic Arms (but not including claims 
brought against the consignor by the purchaser of the lots consigned hereunder) shall be 
resolved by the parties in 10.  

These Conditions of Sale, shall bind the successors and assigns of all bidders and purchasers 
and inure to the benefit of successors and assigns. No waiver amendment or modification of the 
terms hereof (other than posted notices or oral announcements during the sale) shall bind us 
unless specifically stated in writing signed by us. 

11. Absentee Bids.  As a service to those bidders that are unable to attend the actual auction, 
we may at our sole discretion accept bids in advance of sale by telephone, or in writing on the 
bidding forms provided in the back of the sale catalogue.

Please note that we cannot accept “buy” bids and all bids must clearly state the maximum 
(excluding buyers premium and any applicable taxes) bid that the bidder is willing to pay. In the 
event that identical absentee bids are received then the first bid received shall take. We accept no 
responsibility for not executing an absentee bid for any reason whatsoever.

12. Estimate prices. As a service to our clients, we furnish presale estimates for all lots. 
These estimates are intended as a guide to current market value and represent no warranty to 
bidder or seller as to the actual price. 
Bidding normally begins at 50% of the estimate but the final price may be more or less than the 
estimate value. 

13. Sale Increments. The following increments apply to all lots bid for. Please note that the 
auctioneer will increment the purchase price at these rates and not at any rate bid from the floor. 
By bidding, a prospective purchaser acknowledges these increments.
0 - 500 R     50-00 increments
501 - 1999 R    100-00 increments
2,000-4,999 R    250-00 increments
5,000-9,999 R    500-00 increments
10,000-19,999 R 1,000-00 increments
20,000 > R 2,500-00 increments

Classic Arms accepts no liability for any losses of whatsoever nature caused by any legislative 
changes in regard to the possession, by individuals or bodies, of firearms or ammunition.  

7. If a lot is offered subject to a reserve (this being the confidential minimum price required by 
the consignor) then Classic Arms reserves the right to open the bidding or to bid on the consignor’s 
behalf in order to protect such reserve. 

Classic Arms shall not bid on the consignor’s behalf above such reserve. IN NO EVENT MAY 

A CONSIGNOR BID ON ANY PROPERTY OFFERED FOR SALE BY SAID CONSIGNOR.

8. All lots are sold “Voetstoets”. ALL STATEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE CATALOG OR

IN ANY SALE DOCUMENTATION AS TO THE AUTHENTICITY, VALIDITY, AUTHORSHIP, 

PERIOD CULTURE, SOURCE, PROVENANCE, RARITY, CONDITION, IMPORTANCE OR 

HISTORICAL VALUE, ARE STATEMENTS OF OPINION AND ARE NOT 

REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES. NOT WARRANTY IS GIVEN AS TO ACCURACY 

OF RIFLES OR CLARITY OF OPTICS.
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POSTAL BIDDING FORM
To:

Lot No: Description: Limit:

 R

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

 R 

 R

Classic Arms (Pty) Ltd)                                                     Tel: 013 656 2923

PO Box 484                                                                        

Full Name: (Please Print) 

Signature :                                                                          Date:

ID Number: 

Postal Address:

Residential Address:

Tel :                                                                       Fax: 

Cell :                                                     Email:

1042

Kindly accept the following bids for Auction No 68 to be held on  4th July 2020

Please complete this form in Block Letters and return by: 2nd JULY 2020

I agree to the terms and conditions of sale as may be amended;

River Crescent                                                                   Email: info@classicarms.co.za
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